
  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baseball clinic 

 

 

Firstly check the playing field for anything that could cause injury including rubbish, 

holes in the ground etc, its also I good idea to make sure there are no windows close 

by when using the balls. 

 

Tell all children to get a partner and then one becomes a number 1 and the other a 

number 2.This will make it easier and stops thirty kids fighting over baseballs and 

gloves. 

 

Ball games – firstly 1’s get a ball then 2’s get a ball. 

  

 passing ball from hand to hand in front of body 

 passing ball from hand to hand behind back 

 passing ball around your body 

 around your knees 

 around your ankles 

 

Each exercise is done fairly quickly to keep children focused  

 

 holding the ball straight out in front of your body with a straight arm, let 

the ball drop as close to the ground as possible then catch the ball with the 

same hand that drops it. Make sure the ball is dropped not thrown. 

 Depending on age and ability do the same but add a clap before catching 

the ball. 

 Ball between your feet then flick the ball up in front of your chest by 

jumping and bringing your knees up and catch the ball. 

 Again depending on ability, ball between feet then flick the ball over your 

head and catch the ball out in front. Done best with momentum going 

forward. 

 Holding the ball with a straight arm and in front of your body and do a 

circle around the ball as its dropping then catch the ball on top with the 

same hand that drops it. 
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 Stand with you feet wide apart, start by holding the ball with both hands 

behind your body, just under your bum. Pass the ball through your legs by 

doing a soft throw with both hands then quickly bring your hands around 

to the front of your body and catch it with two hands. Go back and forth 

trying not to drop the ball. 

 Get the kids to spread out and find a space to themselves, this game is 

called the world clapping record. Throw the ball up underarm and start 

with one clap then two claps and so on. 

 Once you drop the ball start back at one. After about 2 or 3 minutes bring 

the kids in and tell them they will have I minute to start at their record and 

try to beat it by 2 claps. They don’t have to start at 1 if they drop it. Ask 

them to give you some ways to get those extra claps. eg quicker claps, 

higher throws and catch the ball lower to the ground. 

 Standing back to back with your partner and using two balls pass both balls 

clockwise just using your hands. So pass it from your left to right then to 

your partners left. Try to go as fast as possible without dropping. Swap to 

anti clockwise after a minute or so. 

 Stand opposite your partner and throw the ball underarm to their chest, 

catch it then pass the ball around your back then throw the ball back to 

your partner. 

 Stand opposite your partner (around two or three metres) with the ball 

between your feet and at the same time try to flick the ball to each others 

chest. 

 Face your partner then on “go” swap your ball with your partner then try to 

swap your ball with everyone else in the group by running around calling 

their names. Depending on numbers in group give about 45 seconds as 

time limit. 

 Make groups of four and stand opposite your partner in a square like this :: 

throw the ball to your partner trying not to collide balls. Then make a circle 

of eight people all standing opposite your partner and do the same. Then 

depending on age and ability you can make it 16 and then 32 or everyone 

in the group.  

 

 Try to keep each exercise around two to three minutes 

 

Throwing & Catching 

 

 Number 1’s in one line and the 2’s opposite them roughly 5-8 metres away.  

 Start with easy underarm throws to your partner’s chest to practice 

catching the ball the proper way. Have your fingers pointing straight up, 

other hand trapping the ball and have the open part of your glove facing 

your partner. If the ball is thrown below your waist turn your glove around 

and have your fingers facing the ground. 

 Make sure the only time the ball is thrown is when the students are in line 

to ensure less wild throws and limit the risk of an injury. 

 Roll the ball nice and easy along the ground to your partner to practice 

ground balls. Have the fingers on the glove on the ground with your other 

hand trapping the ball in the glove. Keep your bum high in the air and 

watch the ball all the way into your glove. 

 Depending on the condition of the ground, this can be turned into a game 

by rolling the ball hard along the ground and trying to get the ball through 



  
  

your partners legs. The person receiving the ball is trying to stop the ball 

with their glove. One point if your ball gets through. 

  To practice fly balls throw the ball underarm in the air and try to get the 

ball to come down on top of their partners head. Catch the ball the same 

way as normal but have your glove positioned out in front of your face, not 

blocking any view of the ball. 

 To practice the correct throwing technique, stand with your shoulders side 

on with your partner with your glove pointing at your partners chest, other 

hand reaching back with the ball which will put your body into a T shape. 

Emphasize the T shape because it will stick in the children’s mind. Step 

forward with the leading foot and bend your arm and throw the ball to your 

partners chest with a good follow through. 

 Move back if confident with accuracy and add a crow hop.   With a crow 

hop stand in your T shape and take two side steps towards your partner 

replacing your feet. Try to keep the throws flat even if that means bouncing 

it once to your partner. 

 You can then make different combinations e.g. 1’s roll the ball and 2’s 

field the ball and throw it back to ones to simulate game situations then 

swap over. 

 Finish on some running games such as the Running throwing and catching 

game. Standing in your lines about 15-20 metres away from your partner 

the person without the ball runs to their partner who stays in line and when 

your just past half way throw the ball then catch the ball and run back in 

line and yell “go”, then its repeated. Every time you pass the ball that is 

one point so try to get as many points you can in 45 seconds. 

 For another running game you start the same as the running throwing and 

catching game but after the first throw the person that received the ball 

keeps running and passes it back to the person that started with the ball 

then runs around their partner and on their way past receives the ball back 

and runs back to the line, then repeat.   

 

 

Baseball Game 

 

Go over the basics of swinging the bat, hands together, bat above your 

shoulder, feet shoulder width apart and most important keep your eye on the 

ball. Once you have hit the ball drop the bat and run the bases. Make sure its 

clear that if the batter throws throws the bat then they will be called out no 

matter what. Make sure both batting teams are well back in case the bat slips 

or gets thrown. 

 

Split into teams, nominate a team coach by a vote, they will run the warm 

up stretchers for 5 min. Give every other team member a role from president 

to scorer. Amount of innings will depend on time. If the group is young one 

team can bat through then swap over instead of 3 out all out. Coach pitch is 

usually the best option so all batters get a chance to hit the ball and get a fair 

at bat. The main purpose is to get an idea about the game so try not to 

enforce strict rules. Make sure the batting team is a safe distance from the 

hitter incase a batter lets go of the bat, hitters should be reminded if you 

throw the bat you will be out no matter what.  

 


